
The reasons for offering eXNB installation guide 

When installing a video wall using 55VH7B with Ultra Narrow Bezel, installers should be careful not to cause 
 frictions and shocks among products. Special attention is required to install the products on the left and top sides. 

Single Side Bezel 0.9mm  and  BtoB : 1.8mm as well as the characteristics of 55VH7B 4 Side Even Bezel. 

(BtoB : 1.8mm) 

0.9mm 
0.9mm 

The  World’s Narrowest Bezel Video Wall 

0.9mm 0.9mm 

* BtoB : Panel Bezel + Panel Bezel 
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1.Open package 

Open the box 
Check warning 

Check accessories 

Remove the paper box by pulling it upwards Remove the upper packing 

Remove the middle packing Hold the handles and put the monitor out Pull down the monitor packing bag  
by rolling it down 

eXNB installation guide 

Accessory 
Warning 
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Move the monitor on the table covered 
 with a clean, mild fabric 

Connect the IR receiver and power cord. 
Don’t remove the protection sponge pad  
before wall mounting 

Put the monitor straight with two people  
holding handles 

Operate the monitor with a remote holding  
the monitor upright.   

Power On 

 “LANGUAGE & COUNTRY SELECTION “ Menu 

   Setting  OK 

 SETTINGS button of the remote  

 Advenced  Picture  Image test 

Check the screen Access “Image test” mode using a remote 

2. Display Check eXNB installation guide 

IR Receiver connection 

Sponge pad for protection(4ea) 

IR Receiver 
Prepare a table covered with a clean, mild fabric 
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Power cord 
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Assemble holders for mounting 
(Bracket set for wall mounting is an option) 

The example of an assembled holder 
(It differs depending on bracket types  
for wall mounting) 

An example of a bracket hole in which  
the holder is fixed 
(It differs depending on bracket types) 

Fix the monitor by inserting into the hole 
(wall mounting bracket: example) 

Two people move the monitor for wall mounting 
(wall mounting bracket: example) 

3. Wall mounting eXNB installation guide 
 

Remove the protective sponge on the left  
for adding more monitors 
(Don’t remove the top bottom right sponge  
for preventing shocks) 

M6 Screw 

1 

2 
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4. Tiling installation eXNB installation guide 

The first row monitors installation 
(Check the horizontal position) 

With gaps from the bottom monitors, mount  
the upper monitor first, and then push the  
ends of the monitor towards the center as  
slowly as possible holding handles so that the  
each of the three meets completely  
(remove the protective sponge) 
 

Hold the handle and  lay the monitor as slowly  
as possible with keeping the horizontal position 

Keep the gaps with the bottom monitor,  
mount the upper monitor and then push  
the ends of the monitor towards the center  
as slowly as possible so that each monitor meets. 

M4,L6 Screw 

Even the adjacent set screens  
and fix the tiling bracket 

Adjust the gaps between monitors and  
fix the monitors with provided tiling brackets 
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Keep the horizontal position 
and lay the monitor down as slowly as possible  
holding the handles. 

Complete the 3X3 video wall installation 

M4,L6 Screw 

Even the adjacent monitor screens 
 and fix the tiling bracket. 

Adjust the gaps between monitors and  
fix the monitors with provided tiling brackets 

Adjust the gaps between monitors and  
fix the monitors with provided tiling brackets 

eXNB installation guide 
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With keeping gaps between the upper and the bottom  
monitors, mount all the sets first ,and then push the ends  
of the bottom monitor towards the center as slowly as  
possible holding handles so that the each of the bottom  
three meets completely (Remove the protective sponge) 

With keeping gaps between upper and bottom monitors, 
 push the ends of the second row monitor towards the  
center as slowly as possible holding handles so that the  
each of the bottom three meets completely 
(Remove the protective sponge)  

Hold the handle and  lay the monitor as slowly as possible 
with keeping the horizontal position 
(Remove the protective sponge)  

With keeping gaps between the top and the lower  
two monitors, push the ends of the top monitor towards  
the center as slowly as possible holding handles so that  
the each of the bottom three meets completely 
(Remove the protective sponge)  

M4,L6 Screw 

Even the adjacent monitor screens 
and fix the tiling bracket 

Adjust the gaps between sets and fix the monitors 
with provided tiling brackets 

4. Tiling Installation– Tiling after batch installation 
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Hold the handle and  lay down the top monitor  
as slowly as possible with keeping the horizontal  
position (Remove the protective sponge)  

Complete the 3X3 video wall installation 

M4,L6 Screw 

eXNB installation guide 4. Tiling Installation– Tiling after batch installation 
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Adjust the gaps between monitors and  
fix the monitors with provided tiling brackets 

Even the adjacent monitor screens 
 and fix the tiling bracket. 

Adjust the gaps between monitors and  
fix the monitors with provided tiling brackets 


